It is a complex facility created as a reconstruction project of the Great East Japan Earthquake. It was a plan for revitalization of the city and reproduction of citizen interchange by creating a place of activity with multiple functions such as libraries, child care support, and a museum in the center of the city.

On the site facing the main street, floor slab is finely divided considering the surrounding houses, and is stacked while setting back little by little. As a result, there are many terraces where people work towards the city, and the inside vents connect the floors in a cross-sectional manner. The first floor is a slopelike space linking the different heights, and a café and the event space are provided, feeling as if the city of Sukagawa enters inside.

After many citizen workshops, an organic architecture was aimed beyond functional division. There are various places such as a bright exchange space, a relaxing reading corner, a three-dimensional playground, and a veranda, and books are placed throughout these facilities. Various encounters and discoveries beyond purpose were aimed to be realized by relating citizen activity and information.